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In a world telling women that they have to
“do it all,” thought leader and teacher Shunta
Grant has embraced a unique mission to free
women from the overwhelm, tension, and
discontentment of a life marked by “busy.”
Shunta teaches women how to embrace their
specific dreams in order to live a fulfilled life on
the other side of busy by helping them 1) get
clear on their vision; 2) set specific intentions for
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their life or business; and 3) put practical steps
in place so that their vision becomes reality.

HELPING WOMEN IN BUSINESS & LIFE

Shunta has taught thousands of business
owners and leaders through her signature
online program, Peace Pace Progress™,
client coaching, speaking, and teaching. As
host of the Business, Life & Joy podcast,
which reaches tens of thousands each week,
Shunta teaches on topics ranging from
overcoming mom guilt, getting clear on your
priorities, creating a positive self-narrative
and how to define your business purpose.
Shunta is also the creator of the Best
Today™ Guide, her newest product
launching in March 2020 that is designed
to help women get clear on what they want
and provides a simple three-step process to

guide them toward their vision for the
future one “today” at a time.
Continuing her mission to equip women
with resources to be proactive and
intentional with their time, Shunta is
spreading her “anti-busy” message
beyond business owners and leaders
to all women who need this message.
When Shunta isn’t helping women journey
to the other side of busy, you can find her
reading “Peek a Who” on repeat by request
of her son Liam, or walking the aisles of
Target and TJ Maxx with her daughter,
Zoe, the inspiration for her first company,
Because of Zoe Designs.

At the core of all of the resources that Shunta provides to women is
the message that you do not have to live life in a constant state of
busy. She introduces her audience to a life of intentionality and
proactivity and inspires, encourages, and challenges women to
show up as their best each day.

“Shunta has helped me transform the way I think about
“success” in not just my business, but my life as a whole –
including parenthood. Thanks to Shunta’s guidance, I have
tapped into my own internal wisdom and have steadily
transformed my life from “busy busy busy” into meaningfully
impactful – which has been especially important during
this remarkable season in my life of becoming a mother
for the first time!”

DALLAS WOODBURN,
AUTHOR + BUSINESS COACH

SPEAKING EXPERIENCE

Making Things Happen
Chapel Hill, NC | 2018 • 2019 • 2020 
“The Power of Change: From
Esquire to Entrepreneur”
“You Can Change Your Story”
School of Styling
Greensboro, NC | 2019
“Building Life & Business on
the Other Side of Busy”
“Growing Your Business through
Building Online Community”
Creative Founders
Pensacola, FL | 2018
“Maximizing Your Most Limited
Resource – Time”
“Growing Your Business through
Building Online Community”
Makers Collective
Greenville, SC | 2018
“How to Define & Execute Goals
in Your Business”

Business Life & Joy Live
Greenville, SC | 2019
“The Dunning-Kruger Effect:
Push Past the Line”
“The Power and Freedom of Life
on the Other Side of Busy”
Maker City Summit
Knoxville, TN | 2019
“Accomplishing More By Doing Less”
Facebook Business Summit
Greenville, SC | 2018 
“Growing Your Business through
Building Online Community”
Roundtable Talk: “How Local Communities
Can Embrace Small Business”
The Scout Guide Business Summit
Greenville, SC | 2018
“Growing Your Business through
Building Online Community”

WHAT CONFERENCE
HOSTS HAVE TO SAY

“Thank you so much for being such
an important part of our summit
this year as the keynote speaker!”

“Everyone I spoke to after your talk
kept saying how much your message
resonated with them. ‘I feel so seen’
was the phrase I heard several times!”

“So many of us struggle with
being busy and this was the
wake up call we needed.”

POD CAST F E ATUR E S

The Beehive Podcast
Brands that Book, The Podcast
She Did It Her Way
Strategy Hour
Brilliant Biz Moms
Influential Motherhood
About Progress
Courage & Clarity
The Creative Speaker Podcast
Go to Gal
The Happy Lawyer Project
Lightbulb Moment
Creative Biz Rebellion
Mommifaceted

SPEAK I N G TO PICS
Inspirational and thought-provoking, Shunta’s talks and keynotes are built
on a sincere desire to see women thrive free of the tension, discontentment
and pressures brought on by a world telling you to stay “busy.”

The Power and Freedom in Living Life on the Other Side of Busy
Based on the audience and its needs, this talk ranges from helping women understand the practical
steps they can take to discover the root of their discontentment and time management needs and
teaches how to begin the practice of being proactive and intentional with their time. This talk helps
women begin the transformation from busy to living with intention and understanding how life on
the other side of busy is vital for their mental and emotional health.

It All Starts With You: Why Vision and Values are at the Core
of Living the Life You Want
This talk teaches women the importance of vision and core values. Women are taught how to
clearly articulate what they want and who they are independent of their human relationships.
Shunta teaches why getting clear on your vision and values are key to showing up as your best daily.

Three Steps to Show Up As Your Best Everyday: The Best Today™ Practice
This talk walks the audience through the Best Today™ process, created by Shunta, that teaches
women three tangible and practical steps to employ daily to become proactive with their time,
show up as their best each day and accomplish their vision for the future.

BU SI N ES S BA S E D TO PICS

Eliminating Decision Fatigue and the Vicious Cycle of Analysis Paralysis:
How to Get Work Done in Your Business
This talk teaches women business owners how to overcome decision fatigue and get work done
in their business. Shunta teaches her signature 4-step Peace Pace Progress™ framework that has
helped thousands of women define and execute goals in their business.

The Four Requirements of Leadership In Your Business
Shunta teaches leaders how to apply her signature 4-step Peace Pace Progress™ framework
to grow and develop their teams and create consistent methods of defining and executing goals.

To request Shunta to speak at your keynote, event, conference, workshop,
training, session, or webinar, contact her team at hello@shuntagrant.com
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